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Discover the unique value of your voice and unlock your
potential to stand out in a noisy world!
Tunde Oyenyin

Peloton Elite Cycling Instructor, Human Rights Advocate

Finding Your Voice - Everyone faces
failures and setbacks. Responding
positively to setbacks is a key to
ﬁnding your authentic voice. Tunde
challenges leaders to reframe failure
as an opportunity to trust their gut
and pivot.

Lisa Bilyeu

Co-Founder Quest Nutrition & Impact Theory Studios
Self-conﬁdence - All leaders have felt
uncertain. But Lisa has realized
uncertainty is an emotion, not a
destination. And that gaining
competence through experience is
the only way to build conﬁdence. She
helps women stop waiting for
permission, take action, and develop
their conﬁdent voices.

Kim Anthony

Gymnast, Sportscaster, Author, Identity Attunement™ Expert

Identity Attunement - It is easy to
lose our unique voice in the noise of
external voices. Kim helps women
reclaim their authentic selves and
walk in the fullness of who they are
as leaders in the workplace, at
home, and in everyday life.

Amy O'Dell

Founder of Jacob's Ladder, Special Needs Education Pioneer

Kay Cannon

Television Writer & Producer, Hollywood Screenwriter

Resilience - Breaking into any
profession is hard. But uniquely
challenging for women breaking into
Hollywood. Kay has walked that path.
The key to her success is using her
core values as a north star. And
believing she deserves a seat at the
table as much as anyone.

Megan Mitchell

TV Anchor, Reporter, Diversity Advocate (Emcee)
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